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INTRODUCTION
I AM A CREATIVE INNOVATOR
My expertise as a designer lies in the crossover of digital and physical
design where the virtual and the real world combine.
I practice User Experience Design and Information Architecture.
My current focus is on how virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed
reality will be integral to the future of human experience.
Take a look at my portfolio and get in touch if you are looking for
someone with an aptitude for big picture thinking and the skills to
execute a vision with a team.
I am always open to opportunities to learn more.

Ronan Kenny
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MY DESIGN PROCESS AND TOOLS
START WITH

1. RESEARCH
Before jumping to a solution I immerse myself
in research and always refer back to it again
user surveys - user interviews - audits - analysis

4. ITERATE
Always improving but also
creating multiple versions.
front end development
A/B testing - heat maps







this is where the magic happens

2. DESIGN

3. PROTOTYPE

Testing assumptions with users
is critically important.
clickable prototypes mockups - smoke tests





It is not just about the big idea but
how to communicate that idea to
others and work as a team.
cardsorting - sketching brainstorming - bodystorming



VR/AR/MR - CONSULTaNT @ROSO STUDIO

VIRTUAL REALITY PROJECT*

AUGMENTED REALITY PROJECT*

MIXED REALITY PROJECT*

I have been developing the UX of a full
service solution for Real Estate Agents to
incorporate Virtual Reality in the viewing
process. Using 3D camera capturing
technology and VR headsets, the user
can view residential properties remotely.

Using an tablet as a way to discover useful
information about a property - including
descriptions, product information, prices,
photography, videos and audio clips - a user
can have a more engaging viewing and the
vendor can get more data about the user.

The next frontier for UX/UI design is the
development of a user interface for
interacting with the physical world. In
this exploratory study, I imagine future
scenarios where information is overlaid
in a variety of location based scenarios.

*SUBJECT TO NDA
Ronan Kenny
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RESPONSIVE WEB - UX DIRECTOR @ LAUNCHPAD

HARTE HANKS MARKETING AGENCY

NEW DIRECTIONS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

CENTURYLINK COMMUNICATIONS

We were asked to do a complete rebuild
of this Fortune 500 agency's website. It
had to be mobile optimised, responsive
and with a clearer user journey that
would generate new leads and position
the agency as an industry leader.

This responsive website was a new build for
a company that specialises in support for
people with mental health issues as well as
everyday human resources solutions. The
accessible visual design had to be matched
with an equally soft approach to UX.

The third largest telecommunications
provider in the USA needed to introduce
a new range of products with a clear,
consistent message across all forms of
media from print to digital. We provided
a digital style guide and UI templates.

www.hartehanks.com

www.ndbh.com

www.centurylink.com/business/

Ronan Kenny
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MOBILE APPS - UX ARCHITECT @ MODERN ASSEMBLY

UNICEF - TAP PROJECT

PROJECT ROCK - THE ROCK CLOCK

THE CLIMATE REALITY PROJECT

This mobile web app tracks user’s
activity and rewards them for going
without their phone. Users can help
provide clean drinking water to children
in developing countries. It won a Webby
for Mobile App of the Year 2015.

Duane ‘The Rock’ Johnson is a former
wrestler/actor emerging as a major celebrity.
He wants to help motivate underprivileged
youths to achieve their goals by waking
them up every morning. I helped create UX
wireframes and prototypes with Droga5.

This card game app will track users
behaviour around Climate Action and
helps to motivate people to become
Climate Leaders like Al Gore as part of
The Climate Reality Project. I helped
develop the concept through the UX.

www.ronankenny.com/unicef
Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com/rockclock
www.ronankenny.com

www.ronankenny.ie/ux/climatecards
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CASE STUDY CITY AR

CityAR uses 3D tracking technology to trace the outlines of buildings
and create AR markers in realtime. A user with an enabled device can
get additional information about upcoming developments and measure
the visual impact on the local environment.



UX RESEARCH
THE PLANNING PROCESS

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com



Team: Ronan Kenny, Jill Yoe
Graves, Genevieve Lillian,
Diogo Lemos Pereira



Schedule: 4 weeks
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UX RESEARCH & IA DESIGN
PRIORITISING FEATURES

“I just want to know: how
big it’s going to be, what
it’s going to do & what it's
going to look like.”

We wanted to empower citizens to be
actively engaged in the planning process
of new developments so we gave the
opportunities to share their thoughts at
critical stages in the user flow.

BASED OFF USER SURVEY
These were some of the answers we got:

44%

of citizens were not
include in the process
Ronan Kenny

93%

of citizens felt their
input was ineffective

14%

actively shared
opinions with others

www.ronankenny.com
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USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN



VIEWING MODES
1

2

3

4

Zoning View
Provides a scannable visual
breakdown of the proposed
Volumetric View
Allows a contextual assessment
of development scale and proportion.
Rendered View
A textured 3D render gives a realistic
impression of the proposed building.

1
2

4

3

Play/Pause Button
Allows transition between exploration
and information modes.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN



USER INTERFACE
1

Detail Panel
In-depth information panels
allow for residents to develop
an informed opinion.

2

Resource Panel
Key resources provide referrals
for residents wishing to take
more advanced civic actions.

3

Share Button
Sharing views allows for
facilitated community conversation
in the user’s forum of choice.

Ronan Kenny

2

1

3

www.ronankenny.com
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USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
NOT IN MY BACK YARD
Giving users the ability to see a
development from any viewpoint and
not just the viewpoints and perspectives
determined by the developer gives
users the ability to generate their own
evidence for the purposes of objections
or in some cases, relieve their worries
about the potential for overshadowing
or blocking of views.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
A PROFESSIONAL TOOL
As well as being a tool for concerned
citizens about future developments,
this augmented reality application
could be used by engineers, architects,
planners and other professionals to
determine the impact on existing
infrastructure using information
available from NYC open data network.
AR could also be used by architects
and construction workers on site to
address design issues and decisions.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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CASE STUDY BLACKPHONE

Blackphone is a secure phone solution for government and high
security corporations but they wanted to appeal to the consumer
market so we engaged in two months of extensive UX research



STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
UX RESEARCH
We were provided with a great deal
of research from inside the
company. We were given
transcripts and recordings of
stakeholder interviews with some
of the most important people at
the company. We had to analyse all
of this qualitative information and
derive some insights. We also had
to conduct further interviews with
the sales teams and individual
users who had just received their
new Blackphone.

SectionName


STAKEHOLDERS


PARTNERS


USERS

From C-level executives
to the head of global
sales and head of the
technology team, we
were able to gain great
insights into the unique
problems that we
needed to solve.

Blackphone partnered
with Geekphone and
Silent Circle to create a
brand new product but
this came with some
infrastructural challenges
that we needed to ﬁnd a
way to overcome.

Because the phone was
so new, it was diﬃcult to
ﬁnd users who used it as
their primary phone so
we had more in depth
conversations with fewer
users to get the best
insight and ideas.

www.companyname.com
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LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
ACROSS THE CATEGORY
Since the product was a unique combination of
hardware and software, we had to explore both
categories in our search for similar products.

CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY



In order to see how the customer comes face to face
with the product in the real world, we went to individual
stores and examined the marketing materials,
advertising and positioning of the products in-store.

Role: UX Researcher
Schedule: 8 weeks

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
PRODUCT PACKAGING
Blackphone wanted to compete with premium phones
like the iPhone, Windows Phone, Google Phone and their
main competitor, Blackberry. We bought each of these
products and photographed the process of opening
them and using them for the first time to compare
experiences and generate insights.

SETUP PROCESS
We sat down with a first-time user and watched them
set up the phone for the first time and documented
their reaction to each screen. We were able to gain
valuable insights into their expectations, emotions and
frustrations using the product for the first time.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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DELIVERABLE
USER JOURNEY MAP
Our main deliverable was a user journey map which
showed an overview of the whole process from when the
user first hears about the product, to online research,
purchase, awaiting delivery, unboxing, setting up, firsttime use and continued use. We printed the document
out on a large wall in Blackphone headquarters.
The CEO was so impressed that he sent a digital version
to the entire company.
We also provided a 150 page report of how we arrived at
our recommendations and insights.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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CASE STUDY NBCU

Open Possibilities is a social innovation platform created by
NBCUniversal to support socially-impactful journeys for nextgeneration entrepreneurs and changemakers.
#ShareTheGood is a social media campaign that helps to elevate
good deeds and and ignite positive action in daily life.
Content is crowd sourced through instagram and featured on the
NBCU website to increase engagement and participation.



IA AND UX DESIGN
SITEMAP AND WIREFRAMES
By simulating the user interface of
Instagram I was able to create an
intuitive user experience with a low
barrier to entry for new users.
Content that would previously be
reserved for Instagram users gets
exposure to a wider audience.

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com



IA/UX Designer: Ronan Kenny



Software: Sketch + Invision



Schedule: 6 weeks
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MOBILE



DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
‣

After getting approval for the initial wireframes, we
moved into the design development stage

‣

My producer helped me to coordinate with the
visual designer and developer collaboratively.

‣

We presented some initial design directions to the
client before creating visual mockups.

‣

We chose specific interactions and animations that
we wanted to include from design references.

‣

The developer shared each version of the build with
us so we could ensure consistency.

Ronan Kenny



CALL TO ACTION

Simple animated instructions explain the CTA



FEATURED PHOTOS

Curated photos feature on the homepage.



INTERACTION

Engaging interactive motion graphics

#

www.ronankenny.com

DISCOVERY

Filtering allows the user to discover more.
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DESKTOP

INTEGRATED



BRAND ALIGNMENT



COLLABORATIVE





Photos viewed at high resolution

Works with the existing
infrastructure



PERSONAL

Instagram login makes it personal

Colours and visuals align
with the brand



Resources are shared
within teams

Ronan Kenny

IMMERSIVE

SOCIAL

Connects to Facebook and Twitter

www.ronankenny.com
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TABLET

CAMPAIGN DRIVEN



FILTERING



DISCOVERY





The color scheme can
adjust to the campaign

Adjusts to any screen size
for any device



Users can browse by
popular or recent photos

MODERATED

Comments from Instagram
can be screened



Previous campaigns
can be explored

Ronan Kenny

RESPONSIVE

INTUITIVE

It works in a similar way
to instagram but for web

www.ronankenny.com
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WEARABLE
NEXT ITERATION
At the time of the project we were
considering how the project would look
on apple or android watches.



INSTANT NOTIFICATION

Feel the reactions to your good deed

The idea was to present the user with a
good news feed right on their wrist and
let them share with one tap.



CAPTURE RIGHT AWAY

See something good? Capture it!



INSTALIKE

Just one tap to appreciate a good deed

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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PROTOTYPE
CLICKABLE PROTOTYPE AND USER TESTING
I created a clickable prototype from the wireframes. This helped me to
understand how the interaction would work for the user and allowed me
to reshape the wireframes before testing with real users.
I was responsible for presenting the wireframes to the NBC
Universal Executives who were our clients.







PROTOTYPING

USER TESTING

CLIENT PRESENTATION

View the Invision Prototype: http://www.ronankenny.ie/ux/nbcu/

Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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REFERENCE

“

Ronan is both one of the most talented Interactive and UX experts
I have worked with, and one of the most dedicated and passionate
people I have had the pleasure to know.
Ronan’s got an amazing sense for design and architecture that he
balances with strong business acumen, enabling him to quickly
deliver creative innovation that directly delivers on client objectives.
His presence at Launchpad has also made a huge impact on both
our work and our culture from the day he joined the agency.
I can’t recommend Ronan more.

SCOTT ELSER, PRESIDENT OF LAUNCHPAD, NEW YORK
Ronan Kenny

www.ronankenny.com
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GET IN TOUCH
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME
I appreciate you taking the time to read
through my portfolio and hope it has
given you a better understanding of my
process, experience and design aesthetic.
Please feel free to get in touch anytime.



WWW



mail@ronankenny.com




linkedin.com/in/kennyronan



@ronankenny

ronankenny.com



PHONE
+1 (347) 2957170



SKYPE
via.ronan

